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The doctors and nurses that make up Borderless
Brigade’s Medical Brigade work alongside
indigenous national health care professionals to
provide basic medical examinations and
prescribe medicines to treat many common
medical conditions.
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Many of the things we take for granted, such as
over the counter medications, vitamins and
prescription drugs are out of the financial reach
of many of the people living in the villages and
communities visited by Borderless Brigade.
Grateful mothers with children in tow walk
hours and wait in long lines to receive, free of
charge, the help offered by our medical team.
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Sometimes a person is presented to our Medical
Brigade with a medical condition that requires
more treatment options than can be provided in
our temporary medical clinic. These conditions
include birth defects such as cleft palate,
clubfoot, or umbilical hernias. Borderless
Brigade participates with private hospitals and
national health facilities in those developing
countries to arrange for surgeries or extended
medical treatments to meet many of those needs
at no cost to the patient.
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Our Medical Brigade needs your help
in order to continue meeting the
medical needs of the individuals
living in the impoverished
communities we visit.
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A typical international trip for our Medical
Brigade is made up of about nine medical
personnel. The average total budget for each
international Medical Brigade is $10,100.
This amount does not include international
travel expense, we ask each of our
participants to pay their own travel cost.
This budget is made of these expenses:
• $2,000 for medical supplies
• $750 for translators
• $7,000 for in-country expenses such
as transportation, meals, lodging &
security.
• $350 to pay a doctor licensed to
practice in the country of our visit.
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You can help by donating supplies
from a list found on our website or by
donating funds to help offset this
budget.
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Please allow us to be your emissary as
together we equip, embrace and
enhance lives.
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Please visit our website for other
ways you can help
www.borderlessbrigade.org
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